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General
Read the instruction manual with all the security advices and warnings before the initial use of the units
in order to secure a safe and conventional use. Keep this document throughout the life time of the
machine to be able to refer to the instructions. In case of resale, pass it on with the unit.
Overview
All kardiomed® 530 units are available as a boosted version. Those units are equipped with special elements to make the
units even more robust. Besides that the units offer more comfort.
Unit
motion boosted cycle 800 fit/ med
motion boosted cross 800 fit/ med

Max. user weight
200 kg
200 kg

Features
different elements to boost
different elements to boost

motion boosted body 800 fit/ med

200 kg

different elements to boost

motion boosted relax 800 fit/ med

250 kg

motion boosted sprint 800 fit/ med

250 kg

Turnable seat, higher back rest, arm rest and different
elements to boost
different elements to boost

Maintenance
The required safety level can only be ensured by checking the unit regularly for damage and attrition. Damaged parts need
to get replaced right away and the unit needs to get decommissioned until its repair.
Check the unit visually before every use, but at least daily for damaged parts, loose connections and atypical noises.
Depending on the usage but the latest after six months the unit has to get inspected intensely. All connections and weld
seams need to get checked and the unit needs to get cleaned.
Clean the devices with mild purifier and a wet cloth to get off aggressive sweat. Dry the device afterwards. The use of
spray bottles is not allowed; it has shown that the unit never dries at spots that can´t be reached easily, so that rust may
occur. Pay attention that no liquids run into the monitor as it could destroy parts of the electronic.
If disinfection is required only use acryl-des® disinfection cloths (see http://www.schuelke.com/).
The monitor is showing a sign for low battery voltage when the functioning of the machine cannot be guaranteed without
electricity from the brake anymore. Exchange the 3AA batteries by loosening the monitor from the frame. Take out the
two screws on the back of the monitor and open it. Please pay attention that insert the new batteries the right way
around, note the signing. Dispose the batteries according to the provisions. There is a return obligation; the customer can
choose to give the batteries to the local disposer or to the distributor free of charge.
Only use original spare parts, therefore please contact us.
Warning: Retorque of cranks and pedals
After the first 10 hours in usage the cranks and pedals need to get retorquened.
If they do not get retightened, damage of the axis, pedals or cranks is possible and the warranty will not cover the
resulting damage.
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Warranty conditions
The following is based on a legal warranty.
The warranty is terminated as soon as the product is serviced or repaired by an unauthorised person. If a warranty case
occurs call the proxomed® Service Hotline +49 (6023) 9168 77 immediately.
proxomed® will initiate service, but reserves the right to decide about the mode of service.
The following procedures are possible:
1. The service is conducted on-site by our service employees.
2. The required spare part(s) are shipped.
3. An exchange unit is arranged and sent to the user.
The defective parts should be sent to EMOTION FITNESS within 48 hours. Otherwise charges for spare parts that are
delivered will be charged.
If causes for repairs lie outside of the warranty conditions, proxomed® reserves the right to require payment for all costs of
the repair.
Some consumable parts are excluded from the warranty.

Manufacturer according to MPG
emotion fitness GmbH & Co KG
Trippstadter Str. 68
67691 Hochspeyer
Telefon: +49 (0)6305-71499-0
Telefax: +49 (0)6305-71499-111
E-Mail: info@emotion-fitness.de

Exklusiv sales of the proxomed® kardiomed 530 units
proxomed® Medizintechnik GmbH
Daimlerstraße 6
63755 Alzenau
Telefon : +49 (0)6023 9168-0
Telefax : +49 (0)6023 916868
Internet : www.proxomed.de
E-mail : info@proxomed.com
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Head Office Germany:
®
proxomed Medizintechnik GmbH
Daimlerstraße 6
D-63755 Alzenau
Tel.: +49 6023 9168-0
Fax: +49 6023 9168-68
www.proxomed.de
info@proxomed.de

Branch Office Switzerland:
proxomed Medizintechnik
Seestrasse 161
CH-8266 Steckborn
Tel.: +41 52762 1300
Fax: +41 52762 1470
www.proxomed.ch
info@proxomed.ch
Edits:
®
proxomed reserves the right to change products
if the actions lead in our view to improvements in
quality and functions. All pictures are solely
attached due to printing issues; We don´t assume
liability for typing errors. Errors excepted.

®

proxomed is certified through
TÜV SÜD Product Service GmbH.
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